Media Release
London to host 7th World Chinese Economic Forum in
November – outstanding program awaits delegates
Monday August 17, 2015. Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Michael Yeoh, Chairman of the World
Chinese Economic Forum (WCEF) and CEO, Asian Strategy & Leadership Institute has
confirmed that London will be the host for the 2015 Forum that will be held November
10 – 12. The list of keynote speakers from government and business has been drawn
from across the globe and their presentations will provide invaluable insights and
perspectives for the international audience that will participate in this annual event.
Chinese President Xi Jinping is scheduled to visit the United Kingdom for a State Visit in
the last quarter of 2015. The 7th WCEF coming soon after the Presidential visit will enable UK
and European businesses to assess the impact of the President’s visit and how it can further
strengthen bilateral relationships and promote new business opportunities for companies in
the UK and Europe.
Commenting further on the upcoming Forum, Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Michael Yeoh said, “The
WCEF was established in 2008 and today is regarded as the premier international
annual Forum dedicated to promoting closer linkages between the global economic
community and China, Southeast Asia and the global Chinese Diaspora”.
“It is the preeminent platform for business, trading partners and government
organizations to forge new relationships. Leading business and political decision makers
from China, South East Asia, the UK, Europe and the rest of the world will gather in
London to make connections that will change the world for decades to come”.
The 2015 WCEF program of high profile speakers and panelists will explore China and its
Asian neighbors’ increasing importance to the global economy and the integral role
they will play in driving regional and world economic momentum.
In particular it will focus on China’s bold New Silk Road initiative, the cornerstone of its
new political and economic strategy.
Some of the main platform high profile speakers that have been confirmed are –
HE Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, Former President of Indonesia
HE Zeng Peiyan, Former Vice Premier of China
Ambassador Wu Jianmin, Executive Vic Chairman China Institute for Innovation
& Development Strategy
The Hon Dato’ Sri Liow Tiong Lai, Minister for Transport Malaysia

A key objective of the Forum is to provide a platform for sharing of ideas,
experiences and insights – including the strengthening of business ties and
relationships through the Forum’s program that includes opportunities for person
to person engagement through the many networking / social events.
“Thoughtful robust conversations discussing various ideas about China’s economic
impact, exploring new business opportunities, and establishing important new
relationships and connections are a hallmark of Forum,” continued Tan Sri Dato’ Dr

Michael Yeoh.
“The WCEF also aims to provide a global platform for collaboration between attendees,
Chinese entrepreneurs, and the enormous financial resources of the Chinese Diaspora
around the world”.
The theme of the 2015 WCEF is ‘China and the World – Building Partnerships, Sharing
Prosperity’.
Some of the topics that will be addressed at the London Forum include –




China in the New World Economy - China’s Reforms, Economic Prospects and
Outward Investments
The Power of Business Networking: Connecting the Diaspora – Promoting
Entrepreneurial Growth
Realising China’s Silk Road Initiatives – Building Bridges, Expanding Opportunities

The next generation of entrepreneurs and future captains of industry come together on
Day 1 of the WCEF with the Women Entrepreneurs Forum and the Young Entrepreneurs
Forum. The energetic and passionate discourse of these sessions is highlighted by the
camaraderie of the participants as they share their experiences and insights setting the
tone for the program to come.
The WCEF is supported by government, business, academia and think tank leaders in
China, Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia, Myanmar, Britain,
Germany, Switzerland and USA.
“The 7th World Chinese Economic Forum is a significant event and an opportunity to
shape future economic and political agendas with China through the exchange of
views, information, experience, expertise and insights that will provide a foundation to
boost future growth and bi lateral trade prospects”, concluded Tan Sri Dato’ Dr Michael
Yeoh.
2015 WCEF program information, speakers details, & registration information is available
from the Forum website www.wceforum.org
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